
Ref : DGO No : 1366/2018 Dated.05-09-2018

In pursuance of the DGO cited, Shri.Anand Christian Raj, CPO 6020 Ponnani Coastal PS who stands transferred and posted to the Coastal Police Station, Vizhinjam Thiruvananthapuram City has reported for duty in Coastal Police Station, Vizhinjam on the FN of 13/09/2018. As such he is admitted for duty in Coastal PS Vizhinjam w.e.f 22/06/2018FN.

SHO Coastal PS Vizhinjam will admit the individual in iAPS strength register and report compliance.

15-09-2018

P Prakash IPS,
Commissioner of Police

To : The Indiviual through SHO Coastal PS Vizhinjam

Copy To : The SPC for information (with C/L)
The ADGP Coastal Police for information (with C/L)
DPC Malappuram for information
Sr.AA/Manager /AO for information
SHO Vizhinajam Coastal PS for information and necessary action
Allm JS/Section for information and necessary action